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Newer Concepts o f Management, P ro fits , 
and Profitability: Summaries and New Directions

by

George Kozmetsky and Timothy W . Ruefli 

PREFACE

In 1970, the Conference Board began a ser ies  o f studies on the im plica

tions for society, in general, and fo r managers, in particu lar, o f the impacts 

o f developments in information technology in the period 1971-1990. As a 

result of our participation in this project, with the support o f The Conference 

Board and the Graduate School o f Business o f The University o f Texas at 

Austin, three research studies were produced. The firs t  of these studies, 

"Business: Newer Concepts o f Management, P ro fits , and Profitab ility , " 

appeared in Information Technology: Some Critical Implications for Decision 

Makers (The Conference Board, New York , 1972). The results of this study 

are summarized in the second section o f this paper. The second study, 

Information Technology and Its Impacts (Graduate School o f Business, The 

University of Texas at Austin, 1971), contained not only a context fo r structuring

the problems presented by information technology but went beyond this to
\

present a long-range program of actions for managing the impacts of informa

tion technology, A  short-range set of initiatives fo r managing information 

technology comprised the third study and was published as Information Tech

nology: Initiatives fo r Today —  Decisions That Cannot W ait (The Conference



Board, New York , 1972). The highlights of these two latter studies are presented 

in summary form in section three o f this paper.

S ince the completion of the above-mentioned studies, we have continued 

our research into the implications and impacts o f information technology on 

decision makers. In this process we have focused on delineating the new styles 

o f management that are arising as a result o f the impacts o f information tech- 

nology. The fourth section o f this paper summ arizes the results to date of 

these ongoing research e fforts . Our tentative conclusions and assessments 

conclude the paper.

At this point we should note that the m aterial contained in the original 

documents that these summaries represent has benefited from  contributions 

and critic ism s from  many o f our friends and colleagues. W e would like to 

acknowledge their contributions while at the same time reserve  to ourselves 

full responsibility fo r the content of this paper.
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Austin, Texas 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

"W e are in the W estern world and even beyond its boundaries, passing 

through an historical watershed which we little  understand, and which may 

be ultimately o f m ore importance than the Renaissance, the Reform ation, or 

the Industrial Revolution," states the R ev. Theodore Hesburgh, President of 

Notre Dame.

How have we reached this watershed? Society  has been led to it by 

m ajor advances in information technology. These are changing the nature of 

information, our modes of perception, the bases o f political and economic 

power, and the range of choices open to society. Furtherm ore, the changes 

in information technology are extrem ely rapid.

The ruler o f Renaissance and Reformation soc ie ties , and the entrepreneurs 

and political leaders of the Industrial Revolution did not have to cope with changes 

of the same kind and magnitude. Change in those periods was, by comparison 

with today, o f glacial speed: the bases of power w ere transformed at a pace that 

allowed most men to comprehend and prepare.

As Rinehard Bendix has observed, during the 19th-century authority based 

on ownership of property was transformed gradually into authority based on 

control o f property through the hierarchy known as the corporation. In our own
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century, authority has passed gradually to management. Us power is based 

on possession o f information that is not readily available to others.

The nature of information is now changing rapidly: m ore o f it is avail-' 

able to management, but it is no longer their exclusive possession because it 

reaches them a fter extensive selection and manipulation by others. In govern- 

ment as in business, the executive branch is increasingly dependent on the new 

information technology and on those who are expert in it. Yet management, in 

both the corporate and governmental sense, is s till organized as though its 

power rested la rge ly  on its monopolistic control and manipulation o f exclusive 

information. " It  is the power that derives from  expertise, but it is the use o f 

a special expertise in an especia lly  expert manner’l(the Lowi Panel on the 

Conference Board study). That definition of power w ill s t ill be true in the new 

information age; what w ill change, and change dram atically, is the nature of 

the expertise.

The key to power in the information age w ill be information technology. 

What is information technology? For the purposes o f this paper —

a. Information technology is a body o f knowledge. It is what 
we know about the collection, measurement, storage, 
manipulation, transm ission, and use o f data and informa-1 
tion. In this form , it is found in reports and books, on 
film , on video and magnetic tape, and in people’s heads.

b. Information technology also includes the hardware fo r 
information generation, flow , organization, and use.
Examples include computers, television  sets, telephones, 
movie cam eras, printing presses , typew riters, and 
even pencil and paper.
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c. Information technology includes software —  computer 
program s, written and spoken language, and 
mathematical theories and models, among other things,

d . Information technology includes behavioral, organiza
tional and socia l methods and practices —  group 
processes, social dynamics, instructional techniques, 
planning and control capabilities, decisions and evaluation 
methods, and system logic and design.

Most aspects o f the new information technology are o f hopeful im portance, 

F or the firs t tim e, society has the means to reassess itse lf and to choose its 

destiny instead of drifting into the future on a tide o f myths. For the firs t 

tim e, society has a technology at its disposal which w ill allow it to allocate 

resources fo r a maximum effic iency directed towards a planned purpose. For 

the firs t tim e, society has the ability to reshape its institutions coherently and 

rea lis tica lly .

The information technology that is now em erging makes all this possible —  

and m ore.

The question is whether society has the desire and flex ib ility  to use 

these new opportunities. A lready those opportunities have placed unprecedented 

burdens on government, on education and on corporate management. That burden 

has been imposed because information technology has increased by severa l orders 

o f magnitude the strategic choices available to society. Information technology 

w ill not automatically provide the men who must make those choices with a c lea r 

perception of the challenges and opportunities, or with the fram ework within 

which they can view  the problems, the c r ite r ia  by which to assess the choices,
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and the methods to judge the long- and short-term  consequences o f specific  

decisions.

To obtain those new perceptions and c r ite r ia , government and business 

must des ire them, and then plan fo r them. Until they do, many o f today’s 

leaders w ill feel frustrated and confused by change —  and some w ill see 

information technology as m ore o f a threat than an opportunity.

Society  is confronted, in fact, by two sets o f related prob lem s. Many 

date from  well before the advent of today's information technology. Among them 

are poverty, racial discrim ination, international conflict, urban overcrowding, 

and overpopulation. A  re la tive ly  recent manifestation o f information technology, 

radio and television broadcasting, has helped to thrust those problems into the 

forefront; at the same tim e, a combination o f political prom ises and economic 

prediction has raised people's hopes and aspirations.

One facet o f information technology, the mass media, has thus helped 

to bring society to a point where it demands and expects quick solutions to 

enduring problem s. Another m ore sophisticated facet o f that technology, 

the whole cluster o f applications built round the computer, has brought society 

the tools fo r identifying the causes o f those problems providing solutions, and 

mobilizing resources.

Unfortunately society does not know how to use those tools.
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There is a critica l need for  those who make decisions in government, 

education and in business to regain the lost in itiative. Only when they do w ill 

they be able to analyze e ffective ly  the broad social and technical patterns; 

identify and modify their own and their institutions' ro les and relationships; 

and fashion the fram eworks within which they may view  goals and choices.

information technology potentially allows men to move e ffective ly  and 

surely in a world o f changing rea lity , in that future, the authority of manage

ment w ill rest, as it does now, on a special kind o f knowledge. But that 

knowledge w ill have a new legitim acy, because it w ill enable managers to see 

their role in its socia l, cultural and economic perspective, and to predict the 

consequences o f their actions with greater certainty than is possible today.



II. Summary o f Information Technology's 
Impacts on Business Institutions

A . Introduction

Looking ahead to the next twenty years and beyond, a 

varie ty  o f changes in information technology are likely to occur that w ill 

significantly affect business institutions. It is possible to make predictions 

about the nature and timing o f a reasonably large number o f developments in 

information technology that might occur. The important point to be made here 

is that any developments in information technology that are predicted can only 

come about as a result o f the actions o f specific  managers o f various institu

tions. If one regards a policy as an intention to affect or d irect the futur^e in 

a specified manner, and if one identifies policy-making centers as those 

institutions or organizations that have the ability to affect the future, develop

ments in information technology then become the results o f policy setting and 

subsequent action on the part o f the policy-making institutions.

Presently one can c lea rly  see that businesses and 

businessmen are associated with and members o f varying organizations such as 

trade associations, chambers of com m erce, other business-social clubs, etc. 

In no formal way are such associations policy-making centers in the sense that 

they set policy fo r the nation or a segment o f its industries. Y e t in many 

respects they are still viable and influential organizations within our current 

theory o f political dem ocracy.

- 6 -



On the other hand, the current events and continuing pressures for r e 

examining our socia l, institutional and individual values w ill be sufficient 

causes fo r  business managers to re-exam ine the need fo r newer policy centers 

within and between business institutions as well as among other institutions; 

fo r example, government and business and business and education. Business 

policy-centers as we envision them are not centralized form al policy-setting 

organizations traditionally associated with industrial activ ities. In the light of 

information technology developments there Is no need for such centralization 

or form alization. A  policy-center then becomes a nexus of decisions taken on 

a given issue. It is an informational construct and not a physical organization; 

it is a new form  o f organization not found or conceived o f in traditional business 

practices. In this respect, policy-making centers are not static but dynamic 

and one needs to be able to assemble information that identifies the policy

making locus over tim e. A t best, information technology may serve  to identify 

and link ser ies  of centers that somehow combine to make policy decisions that 

affect soc ie ty .

To date, the growth o f policy centers such as the m ilitary-industrial 

complex has generally originated from  the need o f society to meet a single 

objective at a time and has had a government bureau or agency as a focus. 

Examples o f this include the Manhattan P ro jec t, landing man on the moon and 

returning him sa fe ly  to earth, etc. M ore often, these complexes arose from  

crises that involved national defense o r  national prestige and were given top
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national p riorities . Furtherm ore, they had definite end goals which could be 

equally perceived by the program managers as welt as by the public, regard less 

o f which policy centers they were in.

The skyrocketing demand by society to solve today's cr itica l problems 

(such as environment, urbanization, education, and their interrelationships) has 

obsoleted the single-ob jective program approach. M ulti-objective programs 

are required. There is no well-developed technology o r sets o f technologies 

to solve today's national domestic or international c r is e s . It is c lea r that the 

effective management of society 's  demands w ill require newer relationships 

between policy centers as well as newer complexes fo r meeting soc iety 's  inter

related demands, M oreover no single policy center as constituted today has 

the resource or responsibility or opportunity to so lve these problems in its own 

"cen ter11. What is worse is that as one examines any one policy-making segment 

such as government, there is no one place which is responsible fo r establishing 

the initiation and coordination of the planning o r ordering o f the solution.

Current problems generated by social demands are no longer s e lf-  

contained but are highly in terre lated . This situation would seem to be ta ilo r- 

made for a "system s ana lysis ," but it might be noted that in order to ca rry  out 

a systems analysis you firs t need a system to analyze. Neither business policy 

centers nor society 's  problems have been system atized. While a partial solution 

includes the need fo r the newer com plexes, yet to be c lea r ly  defined or structured, 

we must be aware that many o f today's societal problems are recurring. This
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requires retaining many of today's institutions and their interrelationships.

The newer policy centers a re , therefore, an added layer over today's existing 

institutions and they thereby create the need fo r management abilities o f an 

order of magnitude not required heretofore. Furtherm ore the flow and 

distribution of information between and among business institutions and other:, 

are often o f an order that has not been required heretofore.

B . Implications o f Information Technology Trends fo r Business

It is now appropriate to examine the m ore critica l aspects of the 

utilization of the trends in information technology. Utilization of technology is 

not necessarily a business policy-center decision but rather one to be made 

on a company-to-company basis. In other words, each company and its entities 

by function, products, or serv ices  must make a decision o f what, how, and 

when to utilize or retard the advances. Today's business management cannot 

send its sta ff or experts to any one place to inform themselves about the 

detailed and multifaceted aspects of information technology. The knowledge is 

dispersed among many departments and agencies within the Defense Department, 

NASA , AEC , and other federal departments and agencies, un ivers ities , and 

corporations both within and outside the U .S . In this situation, reading period ica ls, 

books, patents, e tc ., is an insurmountable task. To keep up with developments 

is equally insurmountable. The only resort is to either specia lize in selected 

segments o f information technology or to actively participate in the broader 

developments o f information technology and thus use technology to overcom e the 

problems of technology.
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If management is to d irect the necessary developments o f information 

technology, it must look at the information process not only within its own 

institutions but also within other institutions. Nor can management postpone 

understanding information technology, as well as advances during the past two 

decades in the closely a llied behavioral and social sciences. It is no longer 

sufficient to plead lack o f understanding or to re ly  wholly on sta ff or consultants.

One rule that seems to be evident in the new ball game brought about by 

information technology is that the relevant technology is m ore often in selected 

people rather than in the lite ra tu re . That is , there is an informal network of 

"experts” [theoretical and practical] who reside in a varie ty  o f policy-making 

institutions.

The advent, growth, and expansion o f information technology in business 

to date have generally been in those corporations associated with prim ary 

activities regarding national c r ises . On the other hand, some regulated 

industries such as communications and transportation have also been in the 

forefront in the use o f information technology. Other companies associated with 

mass production industries, health care, serv ices  to. consumers, and education 

have tended to lag. As a result, we see an uneven understanding as well as 

application o f information technology in our business institutions. By the same 

token, in the past two decades there has been a general overselling if not over

optimism in the applicability o f information technology in U .S . business. Nor 

has there been, in our opinion, the required attention to a quasi-orderly  applica-
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tion of information technology to business either as a serv ice  industry or in 

our education of business management. Until very  recently few companies 

thought o f themselves as being in the information industry. Instead, they 

thought of themselves as being specifica lly  in broadcasting, o r electron ic data 

processing, or newspaper publishing, and so on. Even today, the fact that 

there is an information technology industry is not generally recognized.

What is lacking is a perception o f the common denominator that links 

these apparently d iscrete elements: a ll, in one way or another, are processing 

the same resource —  information. Once that common denominator is recognized, 

the disorganization o f the information industry becomes a subject fo r study, 

description, and concern. Quite c lea rly , the fragmentation o f the information 

industry does bring with it the virtues o f competition, and makes it d ifficu lt fo r 

any group to exerc ise undue control. On the other hand, the fact that industries 

which are rea lly  intimately related continue to make unrelated and frequently 

contradictory decisions could have deleterious results fo r society.

Another rule to successfully utilize information technology at a company 

level is that it must be made specific  to the firm 's  needs. In this respect, 

management must have m ore precise knowledge of its markets and evolving 

demands from its markets than it has previously required in the past to operate 

successfu lly. This im plies that information technology makes possible and is 

necessary fo r the employment of even m ore complex information technology 

due to increased demands, markets, or com petitive action —  domestic or
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foreign . The least that any firm  can do is to keep up with information technology 

in its industry.

What are some o f the consequences in not keeping up with information 

technology? One effect is that the competitors within the industry can capture 

large segments o f the "brain power" and, in tim e, provide the newer goods and 

serv ices to thereby capture the market. Competitors could also operate their 

firm s more effic ien tly and thereby secure more of the lim ited capital and expand 

their market influence. Another effect is that another industry or com petitor 

within an industry could bring about standardizations of the information technology 

and thereby impose them on other firm s.

By the same token, many o f the advances in Am erican information 

technology have already been assim ilated by business leaders in other nations 

into their own firm s. Many o f these firm s have become or can become very  

serious competitors for world markets as well as for the Am erican domestic 

markets. The seriousness of the problem is pronounced with the realization 

that foreign utilization o f information technology has been in nonmilitary 

m arkets.

C . Information Technology^ Impacts on Profits

Information technology is likely to affect both the measurement and

the concept o f business profits. It can be expected to have this impact through
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(1 ) information technology as a management tool, and

(2 ) information technology as a product and a national 
resou rce .

As a management too l, information technology w ill affect the m easure

ment o f profits by extending management's perception o f both costs and benefits. 

This can be accomplished through management's use of decision models that 

incorporate management goals, technological relationships, environmental 

constraints, and risks in an explicit manner with a base in a data bank that 

incorporates near rea l-tim e information. Profits w ill then extend beyond d irect 

costs and benefits measured by immediate dollar inflows and outflows to include 

secondary and tertia ry  effects of a firm 's  action. The point to this is that 

information technology to date has given many business managers and experts 

on their sta ff confidence that proven existing practical decisions can and w ill 

be extended to include the secondary and tertiary effects o f a firm 's  actions. 

These models w ill incorporate not only the current measures o f business 

revenues and costs but also simultaneously provide a secondary measure of 

the effectiveness o f the government regulations re lative to their intended 

purposes. For example, the actual state o f our pollution within a given region 

is a secondary effect of production; a tertia ry  e ffect w ill be found in the responses 

o f the environmentalist to the firm 's  actions v is -a -v is  adhering to the govern

ment regulations and required actions. Thus while the definition o f profits 

(benefits minus costs) may remain the sam e, the measurement and concept 

o f both costs and benefits can be expected to change.
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The perception of information technology as a national resource may 

introduce a new dimension to the notion o f a company’s p ro fits . As a national 

resource some information technology can be a property o f society and a way 

o f achieving national goals. In this sense, profitab ility may have the charac

teris tic  (among other things) of viewing the generated information as knowledge 

that has wealth when both possessed and transferred in an assessed manner. 

Knowledge in the sense o f ’’ technical know-how" is wealth when it is applied 

to other societal needs as contrasted to when it is m ere ly  stored in file s . In 

short, profits are likely to be those net benefits derived by a company. P rofitab ility  

then w ill account fo r  that measure o f benefits to society beyond a company's p ro fits . 

P ro fits  alone do not convey the benefits that society has received  from  the goods 

and serv ices provided by a company. P rofitab ility  in 1971-1990 w ill not necessarily  

require companies to reduce profits or take lower rates o f returns on investments.

In short, a company can, through its actions, add to soc ie ty ’s benefits 

which can be measured outside the company’s accounting measures o f profits.

This added portion is what we mean by profitab ility. For example, a company 

that has developed an effective internal education system  to train its own 

personnel; e . g . ,  computer program m ers o r managers skilled in information 

technology who, through attrition, go to other firm s or government agencies 

and utilize such sk ills  represent a contribution to p ro fitab ility . There are also 

secondary and tertia ry  effects to pro fitab ility . In the above example, a secondary 

effect is to reduce the need for educational institutions because o f such corporate
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actions. A  tertia ry  e ffect is that such corporate programs can provide m aterials, 

examples, as well as instructors for educational institutions.

A  key point is that there exists the ability to transfer technology (information 

process) developed for one purpose to meet other needs. In other words, the 

notions o f corporate profits must be extended to profitability which includes 

societal demands. The notion of profitability allows formulating decisions on 

where it is best to produce goods and serv ices  for society under changing internal 

and external environments, ranging from  war to prolonged peace.

D . Information Technology and Societal Demands

If our society keeps moving toward newer policy centers derived from  

societal demands for human-based system s (e . g . ,  health, w e lfa re , education, 

e tc . ) ,  it is highly likely that the consequences o f fa ilure or success w ill be 

traumatic. The consequent success or fa ilu re o f a system  has a much m ore 

drastic implication than the success or failure o f a product o r se rv ic e . Lose 

a product, you can lose a company. Lose a system and you can lose a nation, 

just to overs im p lify  the point. It is c lea r, v is ib le  and understandable, there

fo re , that research effort of a magnitude to provide the means fo r society  to 

appropriately determ ine its goals and desires (tim ely , relevant, nontension 

building) be required. It must be a continuing e ffo rt. The form  with which 

society provides itse lf with this capability has not yet been conceived by any

of our existing institutions.
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This capability is likely to em erge firs t  from  the innovators in inform a

tion technology. It must come from  human beings, not from  machines or 

institutions. In the U .S . (o r the world) today, not m ore than a handful of 

people exists who perceive this need in our society and might be able to initiate 

the beginnings of a deliberate e ffort to design programs to develop such 

capability. When lim itations o f capability become severe  enough, they act as 

" tr ig g e rs ” ; i . e . , they cause the sudden spurt o f technology that w ill both o ve r

come this particular lim itation and produce unexpected additional capabilities.

Growing population and rising expectations make the effic ien t manage

ment of scarce natural resources crucial in the future. This is a prim ary 

"tr ig g e r" fo r the development o f information technology between 1971 and 

1990. Another important "tr ig g e r" w ill be the w orld 's pressing need fo r 

intellectual expertise. The demand for expertise already outruns the supply. 

There is no chance fo r demand and supply to come into equilibrium unless we 

change our methods o f supplying that expertise —  in short, im prove the 

educational p rocess .

Who will provide the impetus for development? There w ill be two 

supremely important groups: those we may call the generators and those we 

may call the transform ers. Generators are the highly creative scientists, 

engineers, artists, and socio log ists. They are the driving force o f technological 

and cultural p rogress. Transform ers are just as v ita l. They provide the inter

face with society which generators often find difficult; their ro le is to take the

output of the creative intellect and to match it to the needs o f society. The ro le  

o f the transform er has long been the function of the business manager.
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At the same tim e, if information technology fu lfills the ro le expected of 

it, all segments of industry may depend increasingly on the labor which w ill 

likely  be of a higher average sk ill and educational level than presently prevails 

in business. The demand for these labor sk ills may well outstrip the ability 

o f our existent educational system s. Currently such sk ills are largely  provided 

through in-house training by business institutions; but since these sk ills are 

general and easily transferred from  one firm  to another (thus form ing m ore of 

a social resource than a specific  organizational resource), a demand may arise 

from  business for society to develop these sk ills  at its own expense as a national 

resou rce .

As the variety  o f products and serv ices  increases due to increasing 

production ability and market segmentation, information about the products 

and serv ices  w ill become a m ore important part of a firm 's  output. Requ ire

ments on this information w ill stem from  consumer demand and, if not satisfied  

by the firm  or industry, w ill likely be embodied in consumer protection leg is la 

tion. It is also possible that besides product and se rv ice  information as a basis 

fo r making their purchasing decision, consumers w ill demand information about 

the activities o f the producing firm  with regard to societal demands; e . g . , 

pollution.

In short, information technology may not only provide new products and 

serv ices  to the customer but may also provide him with a way of evaluating those

and other products and serv ices  so as to make m ore rational consumption dec is ions.
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M oreover, it cannot be expected that consumers w ill continue to play as passive 

a ro le as they have in the past; and, most likely, it w ill be through information 

technology that consumer activism  w ill be realized and w ill result in more 

effective feedback of information to business institutions.

In some respects then, when one views the older business in frastructure, 

the questions that w ill be raised in the next two decades are: where w ill the 

goods and serv ices  be produced and for whom w ill employment be made availab le? 

The advances in technology are transferable not only between individuals or firm ^ 

within a nation and its various regions but also between nations. A ccessib ility  

to a mass market is not enough to ensure that a company w ill have the market.

In addition to costs, designs and changing consumer habits also play an important 

ro le . The m obility of technology has shifted the components o f unit costs of good., 

and serv ices ; fo r  example, manufacturing costs, distribution costs, and m arket

ing costs .

If business is to provide the m ajor source of employment fo r our society 

during the next two decades, then it is important to examine the total requ ire

ments fo r our business institutions and their ability to meet both the domestic 

needs and societal needs. In other words, there is a growing need fo r  coordina

tion between government, industry, and education in the transference of relevant 

and reliab le planning information.

The business infrastructure is under a number o f d iscern ible im pacts, 

some of them technology-based in terms of newer m aterials and processes, and
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some of them In term s o f newer managerial technological advances covering 

production, marketing, financing, planning, and distribution methods. The 

impacts of m aterial and process technology are not lim ited to those derived 

within a firm  or by other companies or even within industries in the U .S . or 

from  our government-sponsored research and development; they extend to the 

technology developed in other nations. In this respect, technological develop

ments in other nations have impacts on the business infrastructure in our nation.

If current trends persist, multinational firm s w ill form  an increasingly 

important part o f the business community. In a world characterized by 

aggressive international economic competition, multinational enterprises become 

the practical elements in a dolla>—diplomacy strategy. But whether multinational 

business is a factor in government policy and the beneficiary o f government 

subsidy or if it develops from  perception o f new market opportunities, new 

problems involving international operations are o f a higher order o f com plexity 

than those faced by purely domestic firm s . Structural alternatives such as 

domestic fabrication and testing coupled with foreign marketing, or fabrication 

in one foreign country, assembly and testing o f assem blies in another foreign 

country together with domestic marketing, present complications involving foreign  

trade restrictions, foreign labor, currency exchange ratios, etc. These problems 

and choices are in addition to most o f the problems encountered by domestic 

firm s . New types of competition also face multinational f irm s . For example, 

in Japan, firm s are linked financially through the Bank o f Japan to a large part o f
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the capital resources o f the nation. Competition o f this type does not occur in 

the domestic market.

These differences as well as others imply that multinational firm s w ill 

require different types o f information and the information technology to manipulate 

it than that utilized by domestic f irm s . To cite but a few examples o f differences 

that occur in multinational en terprises, data banks are multinational in structure 

and in content; decision models involve many sets o f national legal fram eworks; 

and communication channels w ill cross international boundaries. It is also 

possible that the focus o f decision making for international planning and operations 

w ill also shift under the shifting information requirements and bases for policy

making. For domestic firm s , commencing multinational operations often means 

establishing an international d ivision. Even though the corporate headquarters 

originally established the international segment, the expertise required fo r 

decisions involving foreign capital and labor markets, e tc .,  often means that 

the international division becomes a policy center in its own right. And if the 

international segment becomes la rger than the domestic area, it beomces a case 

o f the tail wagging the dog. Nominal policy-making power resides at corporate 

headquarters but the de facto power is in the division. A  new order of decision

making models, data banks, and communications networks ( e . g . ,  sa te llites ) are 

required for corporate headquarters to ca rry  out its obligations to its em ployees, 

customers, stockholders, and society.
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b . Managerial Assessm ent fo r a Business Institution Through 
Information Technology

1 . Managerial S ty le s .

Management styles w ill change under the 

impact of information technology. The traditional manager regards his sk ills 

in dealing with people as his prim ary asset. He tends to use static concepts 

in his thinking. The traditional manager depends on training and experience in 

making decisions and does well in general but su ffers when faced with radically 

different or shifting situations on a large sca le.

Because of the impacts o f information 

technology, a new businessman is being developed. He is likely to be viewed, 

and to view  him self, as an information processor; i . e . , an em ployer of 

information technology. Realizing that his institution and its environment can 

be viewed through a va rie ty  o f informational structures, he knows that rig id  

fram eworks are not necessary for decision making because information tech

nology can provide him with a dynamic picture o f his firm 's  activ ities . The 

new businessman sees institutions as something that can be designed to fit 

people. He does not re ly  on a formal position in a hierarchy o f power to g ive  

him authority; he re lies  on his expertise as a professional manager and his 

superior ability to command information to get his decisions accepted.

This contrast between the traditional manager 

and the new businessman is just one instance o f a communication gap within the
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firm  as well as between other firm s and between industry and education that is 

being created by information technology. Further instances of this gap can be 

found in the misunderstanding between managers and specialists in information 

technology, between newly educated MBAs and their em ployers, and between 

managers and educators. This gap, resulting from  changes in information 

technology, can only be resolved by employing and directing information 

technology itse lf. Research and development efforts directed toward improved 

and continuing education, increased access to and usability o f hardware and 

software, and improved decision-making techniques would be a firs t  step 

toward reducing these gaps.

2. Managerial Assessm ent.

It is not too early  to establish that 

management assessment is required to determine the direction desired in 

regard to information technology. Most o f the computer technology developed 

for management to date has been for computer centers at the operating le v e ls . 

These centers are generally service-orien ted  in nature and are fa r removed 

from  the key individuals involved in the business policy-making functions of 

corporations. It is not too difficult to see that continued development o f such 

information technology could well lead to establishing a mode o f organizational 

structure based on the underlying mode of highly structured operations.



The managerial assessment process 

requires more than either an adequate understanding o f the information 

technology or an appreciation of the need for the utilization of the information 

technology. For example, it is not enough to know that a department store 

needs the ability to co llect and maintain data for credit authorization. Nor is 

it enough to know that information technology makes suoh collections and 

maintenance o f data feasib le. One needs to know what human e rro rs  have been 

prevalent in human-based systems or in computer-based systems and what 

human links have been provided to counteract these e r r o r s .

The traditional m anager's ro le  o f 

making a trade-o ff analysis between human-based system  and information 

technology-based system  w ill not have disappeared. The trade-o ff just gets 

harder. F o r, in fact, the manager may have little  choice but to proceed even 

with the observable imperfections in the information technology-based system . 

The assessment is one o f which consequences are least desirable fo r the 

company and/or society in terms of newer profitability as discussed e a r lie r .

The task o f the manager in the assess

ment o f a business institution through information technology w ill require him 

to ensure that the long-range goals and objectives o f the institution are in 

harmony with and adaptable to the dynamic forces in the external environm ent. 

Yet these longer-run goal formulations must be related to the company's day-to- 

day detailed operations involving em ployees, unions, finances, production
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effic iency, marketing, and competitive actions. Managerial assessment 

through information technology means that management must be concerned 

with factors over which it may have either d irect control, indirect control, 

o r often no 'control at a l l . Assessm ent through information technology im plies 

that management w ill accommodate change in the company to perceived and 

unanticipated changes external to the firm  and thereby adapt the f irm !s short- 

run and long-run operations to realizing grea ter profits.

F . Conclusions

At the outset, this section stated that business institutions were in 

a position to design and/or modify new or existing firm s . To this point, 

discussed were the various relationships that w ill fashion the environment in 

which change w ill take place, This brings the point of specifying what ro le 

management is expected to play in the future. The firs t  observation is that 

change can and will be managed: Some w ill manage it through neglect —  they 

w ill have to be unknowingly lucky or they w ill find themselves in positions far 

removed from  the forefront o f the business policy making o f the future. Som e 

w ill manage it through the brute force o f their current human resources and 

research dollar; and they may find themselves to be trend-setters in the 

business area but at a price that impairs their ability to do business in the new 

or even their old markets, and in a manner that does not enable them to 

adequately specify reasonable policies fo r the future. F inally, there are those



who w ill attempt to manage change through a managerial assessment of 

technology —  they will find the new ways to do new business and will be the 

policy-setters o f the future.

The transformational aspects between the longer-range plans and the 

shorter-run objectives o f the firm  take on a new dimension which seldom before 

had to be faced. These assessments involve more than opening plants or closing 

plants; the markets (national and international) in which it wishes to participate; 

the reassessment o f which industry the company will participate in the long and 

short run; the means of financing fo r the company in the long- and short-turn; 

the ability to provide employment fo r  all relevant segments o f the population; 

and satisfying and providing fo r human wants and needs. The assessment w ill 

m ore often than not require an interface between other policy centers such as 

government, education,and other policy-making institutions which had not been 

required heretofore. The requirements from  information technology w ill become 

m ore staggering for managerial assessment.

What is required on the part o f today's managers is p rim arily  a fu ller 

utilization of the current information technology . Existing m arkets, products, 

policies and images must be examined to see if they have any valid ity in light 

o f the information that technology can provide. Secondly, managers must 

provide solutions to his own firm  as such research is in progress. The process 

is then one from  facts to research to test o f experience. Of course, a broader 

base than an individual firm  is required to establish the fundamental principles
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so that they can be used to transfer the knowledge to other institutions that 

com prise the policy centers. In many respects, the cen ters ’ managerial 

assessment problems coincide with that of the business manager. F inally, 

information technology methodology must be evolved so that the restructuring 

o f our policy centers w ill not result in malfunctioning or conflicting with the 

goals of our society.

The transition towards managerial assessment through information 

technology w ill not be a sim ple p rocess . A  body o f knowledge does not yet 

exist; the specialists a re , at best, in short world supply; and our educational 

institutions have barely perceived the problems and have as yet to formulate 

an educational-institution's approach to managerial assessment through inform a

tion technology. On the other hand, the need is discernible to all our policy 

institutions. The transference o f informational technology and its transform a

tion problem are areas fo r research with a high pay-o ff to all policy-making 

institutions. These opportunities transcend all our institutions and have a deep 

impact on the forward thrust o f our society. Nevertheless the in itiative lies 

with today’s managers o f the policy-making centers o f society to specify the 

alternatives and make a choice in a rational manner. In the next section of 

this paper, we will present a m ulti-alternative action program  in summary 

fo rm .



III. Summary o f Management o f Information Technology 
Po licy Initiatives for Today's Senior Executives:
A  M ulti-A lternative Action Program  —  1971-1990

A , Introduction

There are two compelling reasons why today's senior executives 

should undertake policy in itiatives for interinstitutional program s that relate 

to the management of information technology for the period 1971-1990. These 

reasons are:

F irs t, the various current problem areas facing our senior 
executives have not resulted from  the actions and decisions o f any 
single institution. Neither is their solution the responsibility of 
any single institution,

Second, i f  the "tr ig g e rs " fo r change are to be diverted from  
various pressure mechanisms to more rational management for 
change, the m ore dependent the executives o f all our institutions 
become on the need fo r  quick and effective processing o f information.

The leadership fo r formulating m ulti-alternative programs for the manage

ment of information technology fo r  1971-1990 must be initiated by the sen ior 

executives o f our major business institutions. They occupy a vantage point fo r 

initiating, d irecting, and receiving the brunt of many past and future changes. 

Their experience and training in their own institutions have prepared many o f 

them to plan successful multi-action programs  for the short-, m id-, and long

term  periods. Together with the senior executives from  other institutions such
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as government, education, unions, and foundations, they are in an enviable 

position to determine p riorities  o f m ulti-alternative action program s.

This study does not endorse any specific  m ulti-alternative program ; nor

was this our intent. S im ple alternatives for the executive's selection w ill not 

be found h ere . Instead he w ill have guidelines for his own review  and selection 

o f programs that w ill result in policy initiatives for a m ulti-alternative program 

that encompasses m ore than one institution.

The attributes o f a m ulti-alternative program  can be established on the 

basis of what we should not expect o f them as well as what we think can be 

expected o f them .

What Not To Expect What Can Be Expected

1. Provide simple solutions to 
complex problems

2. Usurp or replace decision making 
of current institutions

3. Be a single, well-defined 
system

h. Always produce predicted results

5. Always yield the predicted 
quantity, quality, and type of
data

6. Establish national goals by 
themselves

1. Provide information and analysis 
so that decision makers might have 
a better idea of the direction and 
pace of events as well as suggest
ing policies to provide alternatives 
to those events

2. Incorporate mechanisms for assess
ments of program activity on-stream 
as well as relate them to the 
longer-term goals

3. Require participation and constructive 
collaboration by more than one insti
tution or group of institutions

4̂. Possess a high degree of uncertainty 
about requirements, aims, and 
operational results

5. Involve a degree of unknowns —  new 
technology, new resources, new 
regulations, new structures and new 
styles of management

6. Require a high degree of cooperation 
and coordination and activism on the 
part of the senior executives if the 
programs are to be successful
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B. Formulating o f Issues/Questions fo r M ulti-A lternative Action 
Program s re: Management of Information Technology

1 . Introduction.

As part o f the Conference Board study, m ore 

than fifty  sen ior executives and educators representing leading U . S .  corpora

tions and universities formulated what, fo r them, w ere the leading Issues 

regarding the impacts of information technology. A  review  o f the five reports 

o f the Information Technology Panel resulted in the formulation o f ten m ajor 

issues/questions regarding the impact of information technology on society 

in general. These are listed below.

1.Wants versus Needs 6. Personalization versus Deper
sonalization

2. Public versus Private Communi
cation Systems 7. Real versus Information 

Environments
3. Centralization versus Decentral-

zation 8. Management Styles: Old versus 
New

k. Distribution of Information as
Wealth: Private versus Public 9. Organizational Form: Open versus 

Closed
5. Individual Privacy versus

Public Knowledge 10. Keeping Up versus Falling Behind 
in Information Technology (l.T.)*

* " I . T . "  as used throughout this summary re fe rs  to "Information Technology".



2. Significant Consideration for Generation of Multi—Action 
Program s

Further study of the five panel reports resulted in

the following observations:
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1. Each institution within our society perceives and values I.T. differently.

2. Regardless of the uncertainties due to changes in values, the primary 
initiatives for managing change are still in the hands of the leaders 
of our existing institutions,

3. Apparent limitations have always acted as a spur to technology.

4. There is need to perceive and formulate national policies in a way that 
link them loosely to individual institution actions that bring about 
dynamic evolutionary changes in a desired time.

5. There is a dichotomy in problem generation^ action taking, and assess-' 
ment. Those who formulate problems often do so with little reference
to present realities, Problem solvers working on current problems often 
do not consider adequately their actions1 impacts on the future.

3. Objective for and Characteristics of Multi-Alternative Action 
Program s

The objective for a multi-alternative action program  

becomes the problem for assessing and selecting those problems that enable each 

institution to achieve their goals within a wider context of social objectives. In 

this regard, the process is to form prediction and/or choice of p rogram s. In 

summary, the characteristics of multi-alternative action program s can be stated 

in six phases;

Characteristics of Multi-Alternative Action Programs
Phase I - Goal Setting Phase IV - Choices of Time Phase 

1971-1990 Impacts of I.T.

Phase II - Time Phasing - Phase V - Choice of Planned 
Major Master Spinoffs

Phase III - I.T. Developments - Phase VI - Assessment Cycles 
Major Predictions
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4. Summary of Results of Special Study to Formulate Issues
and Initiatives

The major conclusion from the study of sub

missions by the nine panelists and eighteen corporate representatives follow:

a. The study on Issues and Initiatives indicates that 
issues around I .T ,  were not ready for policy 
initiative selection by senior executives

b. They did, however, expose two urgent cluster 
areas:

(1 ) those that arise from the developments of
I .T .  itself; and

(2 ) those concerned with the impact of I .T .  on 
institutions and individuals

c. The cluster areas in turn required an evaluation of 
establishing appropriate policy centers or informa
tion networks made up of various institutional 
components

d. It was abundantly clear that current institutional 
structures are not adequate to take the required  
initiatives to utilize I .T.  in the partial solution 
of what may be considered as major issues by the 
senior executives of business^ education, government, 
foundations, unions, and other institutions.

C . Formulation and Discussion of Major Problem  A reas Required to 
Generate Multi-Alternative Action Program s re: Management of
Information Technology

1 . C riteria  for Selection of Problem A re a s .

To provide a focus

for the senior executives to select interinstitutional policy initiatives, the
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following criteria for the selection of problem areas worthy of consideration 

were used:

1. Information technology is 3. 
central or plays a signifi
cant role in formulating the 
major policy issues in the 
problem areas.

If.
2. The force and impact of I.T. 

affects more than one institu
tion (e.g., business, govern
ment y education, unions, or 
foundations) and thus requires 
their joint cooperation.

They are amenable to being structured 
into action programs for selection 
and immediate implementation by today's 
management.

The derived programs and projects 
if implemented, will have a likelihood 
of success that is acceptable to senior 
executives in terms of direct bearing 
on the problem area as well as provide 
significant spinoffs for each member 
institution.

2 . Selected Problem  A re a s .

Using the above selection criteria , the

following problem areas were selected:

Problem  A rea  1 . Formulate comprehensive research policies that
foster the efficient development of research and
I .T.

Problem A rea  2 . Promote I .T .  for the management of change.

Problem  A rea  3 . Develop and employ the "educated intellectual
elite" manpower adaptable to I .T .

Problem A rea  4 . Foster I . T . ' s  use to develop and allocate the
nation's human, physical, and technological 
resources.

Problem A rea  5 . Establish the required principles and mechanisms
for the gathering, processing, communicating, and 
transmitting of data and information in terms of 
accuracy, reliability, consistency, timeliness, 
flexibility, secrecy, and privacy so that they will 
enhance a process of assessment other than 
advocacy or adversary.
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Problem A rea  6 , Promote I .T .  developments for social and
cultural developments.

3. Conclusion.

The six problem areas a r e  complex. There is no 

one institution in our society that is responsible for creating these problem areas. 

This situation is partially a result of the fact that no one institution was responsible 

for the decisions and actions that created these problem areas. They are all 

"somebody e lse 's  problem s."

The six problem areas do not come equipped with 

ready-made solutions. They do act as "triggers" for a number of criteria, 

requirements, and multiple institutional action program s. F irst, these problems 

trigger a need for interinstitutional policy centers concerned with multi

alternative program s. The objects for concern should be multi-alternative 

because the need is for policy initiatives. P r o g r a m s  a r e  required because, 

in the short run, resources are allocated to program s and not to policies.
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D . A  Multi-Alternative Action Program  re: Management of I .T*

1 . C riteria for Selection of P rio rit ie s .

The following criteria have 

been established for the selection of priorities in the formulation of the multi

alternative programs:

1. The multi-alternative program has a 
high probability of meeting aims 
set for 1990.

2. The need for programs or projects 
currently exists and are generated 
by current social and economic 
needs of our nation,

3. There must be an observable short
term payoff by the generation of the 
programs for the existing institu
tions that participate in their 
formation and recommendations.

b. The programs provide for an order t.y 
development of research in J.T. 
that meets the aims of the multi- 
alternative action programs.

5. The multi-alternative programs ar>- 
functions of better utilization of 
existing and to be allocated 
resources and the reassessment of 
the priorities rather than ;,he 
injection of large quantities of 
new fund s.

2. A  Multi-Alternative Action Program  —  Six Phases.

A  multi-

alternative action program is presented in six phases as listed in the objectives 

in section B -3 .

Phase I. A  Long-Range Satisfactory G oa l. The long-range  

satisfactory goal for the recommended multi-alternative program  is as follows:

There be established by 1990 an integrated 
national policy for the Management of Information Technology 
which takes into account the requirements of m ajor sections 
of business, education, government, unions, foundations, and 
other institutions ( e . g . ,  individual and fam ilie s ).

Based on the above goal, Table I lists the objectives for the other five phases.



Phases of Multi- 
Programs

Near-Term Program 
Milestones - 1971-1975

Mid-Term Program 
Milestones - 1976 -1980

Long-Term Program 
Milestones - 1980-1990

Phase II —  Major
Master Milestones

* Reassessment of Status of 
Information Technology

* Establish Requirements 
for I.T. Goals

* Identification and 
Formulation of Required 
Policy Centers for I.T.

* Validate Requirements

* Establish Selected Data 
Banks

* Establish Integrated 
National Policy for 
Management of I.T.

* Establish Integrated 
Information Banks and 
Required Communication 
Networks

Phase III - I.T. R&D —  
Major Predictions 

and Major Bottlenecks
* Information Technology 
R & D  Programs for 
Short-Term Goals

* Information Technology 
R & D  Programs for 
Mid-Tertn Goals

* Information Technology 
R & D  Programs for 
Long-Term Goals

Phase IV - Choice of 
Time Phased Impacts of 
I.T.: A Master 
Operational Schedule

* Select priority programs 
•wherein I.T. has signifi
cant impact on near-term 
social & economic problems

* Select priority programs 
wherein I.T. has signifi
cant impact on mid-term 
social & economic problems

* Select priority programs 
wherein I.T. has signifi
cant impact on long-term 
social & economic problems

Phase V Choice of 
Planned Spinoffs for 
I.T. and Its Impacts

* Select priority of spinoff 
near-term programs that 
can result from Phase IV 
programs

* Select priority of spinoff 
mid-term programs that can 
result from Phase IV 
programs

* Select priority of spinoff 
long-term programs that 
can result from Phase IV 
programs

Phase VI - Assessment 
Cycles

* Establish and initiate 
required research for 
assessment methodology

* Validate the assessment 
methodology through 
selected interinstitution- 
al programs

* Implement an on-going 
assessment program in 
coordination with the 
national policies re 
the Management of I.T.

I
CO
01I

TABLE I OBJECTIVES FOR MULTI-ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
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Phase II. M ajor Master M ilestones. In order to accomplish 

the long-term goal, a series of m ajor master milestones were chosen and a 

summary of some of the major master milestones is as follows:

Establishment of 
national policy for 
Management of I.T ,w w '

Establishment of 
Information Banks ^

Establishment of 
National Data 
Banks ^

y /  (
Development of /  ^ 
I .T .  Assessmei ^ 

mechanisms

Initiate
I.T .
Assessment

Requirements fop* 
I .T . Policy *s ' i 
Centers,** *  ^

Studies

1971 1975 1980 1990

Major Master Milestones
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Phase III. Information Technology R & D  —  M ajor Predictions 

and Major Bottlenecks. The attainment of m ajor master milestones requires  

R & D  re: information technology. These predictions have been based on the 

assumption that there be no limitations of required funds, facilities, and 

scientific and technical manpower. Furthermore that there would be no active 

world-w ide war or other m ajor national crises to divert such resou rces. A  

graphic summary of selected major events is shown as follows:

Major Predictions
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Phase IV . Choice of Tim e-Phased Impact of Information 

Technology: A  M aster Operational Schedule. One of the criteria for 

establishing priorities in the formulation of multi-alternative action program s  

for policy initiatives by today's senior executives is the need for program s or 

projects currently' existing as generated by the current social and economic 

needs. The chart below shows some of the selected time-phased projects.

A Master Operational Schedule
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Phase V . Choice of Planned Spinoffs of I .T .  and Its im pacts. 

The projects undertaken in Phase IV can be utilized to provide the means to 

determine spinoffs. The following chart shows selected choices of planned 

spinoffs.

Establishment of

Choices of Planned Spinoffs
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Phase V I. Assessment C ycles . The assessment of I .T .  and 

its impact is still an uncharted area. There is need to develop I .T .  for a ssess 

ment methodologies that assist executives in all of our institutions to evaluate 

the consequences of various program s and policies on a more rational basis 

rather than unduly emphasizing advocacy or adversary mechanisms. The program s 

for the development and validation of newer assessment methodologies follow.

Short-Term
1971-1975

* Program to foster 
research and develop
ment of information 
technology for 
assessment cycles

Mid-Term
1976-1980

* Program for the 
validation of I.T. 
methodology assess
ment by institu
tional segments that 
provide for assess
ment of

1) Industrial 
Policies

2) Social Policies
3) Cultural Policies
**) Government

Policies
5) Science & Techno
logy Policies

Long-Term
1981-1990

* Program for the valida
tion of inf. tech. 
methodology assessment 
by inter-institutional 
segments that provide 
for national agenda 
assessment

* Program for continued 
improvement of R & D 
information technology 
methodology for 
assessment cycles

* Program for improve
ment of R&D of I.T. 
methodology for 
assessment cycles
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E . Policy Initiation for Today's Senior Executives

Given the framework just presented, it is necessary for senior 

executives of our institutions to review and indicate the program s of their 

choice for implementation. The recommendation of selecting one program  

element over another can be decided by using the straight-forward criteria: 

Would the senior executive (1) reallocate existing resources he controls from  

one program or project to the one selected, and/or (2 ) support the allocation 

of new resource commitments to the information technology project selected.

The focus and catalytic choices to trigger the reaction to formulate an 

action program must be provided by senior executives. Hopefully the s ix -  

phased outlined program is broad enough on the one hand to give senior 

executives a variety of choices from which to select their priorites and still 

specific enough on the other hand to avoid the necessity for adding to or 

altering the program outline to more fully meet the objectives.



IV. New Styles of Management

A . Managerial Styles

It is no secret that informational mechanisms are often designed, 

purchased, and operated in ignorance of management behavior. Further, 

attempts are made to operate in varous managerial styles regardless of the 

underlying information system s. It is evident that both information technologists 

and managers must somehow take into consideration the characteristics of each 

other's behavior and techniques. A s a step in this direction, we propose that 

management styles be identified and characterized and then related to informa

tional mechanisms that facilitate them. With this in mind, let us briefly  

describe three styles of management we have identified and then link them to 

the information bases they require. At the outsdet it should be noted that the 

managerial styles we describe are characterizations of management activity. 

There have been many theoretical discussions of management which purport 

to tell managers what they should be doing. Our purpose, however, is to relate, 

in stereotypes, observed management behaviors and to relate them to informa

tion products and se rv ices .

1 . The Professional S ty le .

The professional style is characterized, 

in part by an emphasis on factors internal to the organization. If an organization
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is to grow, the professional style is biased towards basing this growth on
4

opportunities found within the current product/service/market scope. Growth 

is achieved then by more of the same or sim ilar activities. The organization 

structure most conducive to the professional mode is the centralized hierarchy. 

This structure gives the best internal picture of the organization and is well 

suited to an emphasis on control of operations. The time horizon implied by 

the professional style of management tends toward the short run. This com

plements both the emphasis on growth internally and on control.

In the private sectors, the professional 

style is further characterized by the use of return on investment as the prime 

criterion for selection among alternatives, and profit as the measure of 

success. To finance growth the capital sources selected are usually the tradi

tional ones: investment bankers, private placements, market placements, etc. 

Firm s dominated by professional style management tend to emphasize domestic 

production and markets with foreign operations limited to marketing. The 

limiting factor on the exercise of the professional mode of management has been 

antitrust. Continued internal growth has led many f i r m s  to market positions 

that invite Justice Department investigation. The solution to this problem , at 

least during the 1960s in the United States, was a shift to the entrepreneurial 

sty le .

In the public sector, the professional 

style of management manifests itself through an emphasis on G NP or GNP-type  

m easures. Progress and growth are measured in terms of a single prim ary
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economic dimension. The professional style tends towards domestic resource  

exploitation as a prim ary means of supplying the demands of society. The 

limiting factors on perpetuation of the professional style in the public sector 

has usually been seen in terms of limited domestic resources. Faced with 

this limitation, the professional style usually gives way to an entrepreneurial 

style of management.

The professional style of management 

needs and is supported by a corresponding set of information products, structures, 

and services. The prim ary information system for the professional style is 

the internal system. For reasons of both economics of scale and managerial 

control this information system is most likely to be centrally organized and 

managed. The information structures are usually hierarchical in nature and 

broken down along the functional lines of the organization. The information 

structures are closed and regarded as self-contained. Data for these 

structures are largely historical and accounting-oriented. Information flows 

are chiefly along vertical lines.

The decision models used in the 

professional style of management are closed in nature and are limited to 

descriptive or single dimensional optimization. In the public sector, input- 

output models are representative of this type of model. In the private sector, 

inventory control models, production scheduling models, etc ., predominate.
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While internal standardization on 

hardware, software, and information structures characterizes this manage

ment style, little attention is paid to standardization on a broader basis. The 

types of products and services demanded and used by other organizations and 

institutions are not seen as relevant. For this reason the professional style 

of management is susceptible to having standards imposed upon it by others.

2. The Entrepreneurial S ty le .

A  second type of management is 

the entrepreneurial style. Institutional factors limiting growth from within 

lead to a style of management that focuses on the immediate external environ

ment as a source of growth. The entrepreneurial style emphasizes planning 

over control. As a consequence, a decentralized hierarchy is the preferred  

form  of organization. This has the effect of decentralizing control into the 

hands of subordinate managers operating in the professional mode and retains 

planning as the prim ary top management function. The entrepreneurial style 

operates within a medium range time horizon.

In this style of management, in 

the private sector the key measure for selection among alternatives is expected 

earnings per share and the criterion of success is growth in earnings per share  

and price per share. For the entrepreneurial style, growth is financed through 

the same traditional sources used in the professional style and through private 

institutional sources ( e . g . ,  venture capitalists) as well as by financial leverage
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obtained in m ergers and acquisitions. Firm s dominated by the entrepreneurial 

style tend to engage in international operations in both production and marketing 

but with a strong national base. Liquidity represents the prime limiting factor 

on the entrepreneurial style. Coupled with redefined institutional rules 

( e . g . ,  antitrust) limiting growth per se there is a tendency for the entrepreneurial 

style to be replaced by an adaptive style of management.

The entrepreneurial style of 

management in the public sector is characterized by an interagency orientation 

as opposed to an internal focus. Measures of performance are dominated by 

balance-of-payments type considerations rather than the G N P  orientation of 

the professional style. To operate along these dimensions, management looks 

beyond domestic resources to international resource exploitation. In this 

process a limitation in the form  of scarce world resources is eventually 

encountered. Thus as in the private sector, the tendency is towards the 

adaptive style of management.

The information systems implied 

by and facilitating the entrepreneurial style of management are largely  

institutional in scope. That is, in the private sector they extend beyond a 

firm  and an industry to include other industries, their suppliers, and their 

customers. In the public sector the information systems are interagency in 

scope and encompass several levels ( e . g . ,  federal, state, local) of organization. 

This usually implies an organizational arrangement of a number of weakly-linked
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decentralized information systems. Management of the information system  

is possible through loose standards that are operable within the limits of the 

institution. Standardized data formats and report configurations among 

banking institutions are examples of such standardization. Information 

structures are quasi-open and divided along organizational lines. Information 

flows are prim arily vertical with integration at the common point of top 

management, but commonalities provided by standards allow for some limited 

horizontal flows. Data are financial or aggregated operational in nature and 

are current in timing. Some short-range data projections are used.

The entrepreneurial style is 

conducive to quasi-open models, often involving multiple goals. Game theoretic 

models, multi-goal programming models, decision theoretic, and batch mode 

simulations are representative. In the public sector econometric and world  

simulation models are part of the entrepreneurial style.

3 • The Adaptive S ty le ,

Pushed by liquidity problems and sheer 

bigness in the private sector and by world resource scarcities in the public 

sector, the early 1970s has seen the emergence to a dominant position of a new 

management style. What we shall call the "adaptive style" of management 

has become influential but not in all organizations. In the case of this style, 

we are for the most part referring only to corporations like those on the 

Fortune 500 or to leading federal and state agencies in the public sector. And
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even in these corporations when we speak of the adaptive style we are referring  

to the behavior of only the top management.

The adaptive style of management is 

systems oriented; that is, it involves both internal and external factors on an 

interinstitutional business, government, education, etc. ,  basis. Managerial 

emphasis is on design (o r adaptive planning) of total system s. Organizational 

structures are perceived as being fluid and nonhierarchical. Authority and 

responsibility are results of superior information and not of pre-structured  

relationships. The time horizon in the adaptive mode is the long run.

Private exercise of the adaptive style 

emphasizes asset (human, physical and technological) position rather than 

earnings per share or return on investment. Profitability is the measure of 

success. Capital sources are broadened to include on a global basis both 

private and public sources such as pension funds and joint business/education/ 

government ventures for financial capital, foreign and domestic educational 

and governmental organizations for human resources, and international interest 

institutions for technology. Concerns dominated by the adaptive approach are  

likely to be true multinational corporations.

Public sector adaptive management is 

characterized by its interinstitutional approach and its emphasis on quality of 

life type m easures. Progress is measured along a number of dimensions
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according to a set satisficing criteria. Resources tend to be viewed as a 

world system of assets complementary to a world system of demands and 

possible uses (including conservation). In the adaptive style, resource  

utilization is determined not by physical possession nor by economics but by 

the value of the end product over a time horizon,

The adaptive style of management requires  

an open information system. The scope of the system must be interinstitutional, 

actively linked to business, government, education, foundations, etc. The 

management of such an information system can only be achieved by widespread  

standards on informational products, services, and structures. The informa

tion structures themselves must be flexible enough to meet a wide range of 

unanticipated demands. Flows of information are both horizontal and vertical, 

implying a flexible communication net. Data are future oriented on an inter

institutional b a s is .

Model types used in adaptive management 

are open and interactive in nature. They involve not just man-machine configura

tions but man-machine-man networks. They also go beyond multiple goal 

structures to incorporate multiple policy functions. As outputs they produce 

satisficing functions that can serve as inputs to lower level models.

Figure 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three managerial 

styl es just discussed and Figure 2 relates these styles to information products
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and services. We should emphasize here that in presenting these descrip

tions of management styles no pretense of being exhaustive with respect to 

possible modes of management behavior is made. Nor do we maintain that 

a single managerial style is sufficient to identify a particular manager. A  

given manager will exhibit different styles on diffierent occasions and, hence, 

will require different information systems to facilitate his different modes of 

decision-making. We do feel, however, that for a period of time the behavior 

of a significant segment of management can be broadly characterized by a 

particular management style. For example, U . S .  management during the 

1960s had a noticeable entrepreneurial style. Given this, we maintain there 

are definite implications for information technology developments. The rest 

of this section will more fully explore this proposition with respect to some 

recent information technology developments.

B . Data Base Management

A  common myth holds that information technology products and 

services represent solutions to management's problem s. In the 1960s these 

so-called solutions were packaged in the form of com puters. Hardware was 

sold as the aspirin to cure the corporate headache. But as management found 

out and as the Me Kinsey Report —^ documented, computers often became a

j /
The 1968 McKinsey Report on Computer Utilization, McKinsey & C o . , 

Inc., 1968, pp. 1-38.
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corporate pain in the neck. Shiny computers, sitting in airconditioned rooms 

did not represent solutions. Nor did piles of computer-generated reports . 

Management's disenchantment was revealed in a slow-down of computer pur

chases and a reorganization of technical personnel and systems. By the early  

1970s there was evidence that management had begun to learn to use the 

computer effectively, if not always efficiently.

Now, in the 1970s, we see the producers offering a new information 

technology development as a panacea for management's problem s. The new 

''solution” is in the form of data bases and data management system s. Producers 

advertise "Not just data-reality" or "Computer solutions —  not just computers" . 

Managers are expected to believe that because the new "solutions" are in the 

form of software that they are "c loser" to management's way of doing things.

After all, you can interact directly with a data-base whereas it was a bit 

difficult to establish a rapport with a computer. Data bases are "user oriented." 

However, if we examine the salesm an's idea of a "user" we find that he is more 

often referring to the corporate computer technologist than he is to a manager. 

This finding is reinforced by an examination of m aterials and sem inars explaining 

data bases and their uses. What we find here is a new technical jargon that speaks 

powerfully to the technican but says little to the manager. This does not mean 

that the manager does not perceive the need for some way of managing his data 

base. He perceived the need as soon as he began to bring the computer under 

control.
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But a managerial concept of the need for data bases and the tech

nologist's concept of the need for data bases seem to differ significantly.

The technologist often sees data bases as an end ( i . e .  , solution) in and of 

themselves. Problems are perceived as being fragmented and data bases are  

seen as a way of achieving organizational integration. Thus we see, for 

example, a number of international organizations proposing data bases as 

solutions to a variety of problem s. In the area of agriculture and computer 

technology OECD proposes data base establishment; and in the area of 

industrial technology the UN proposes the same; just to cite two cases. S im ilar  

cases can be found at almost every level of organization. The results of this

course of action can be seen in the example of the Detroit social action data 

2/bases. — The data base was structured and built and then within a short time 

allowed to degenerate through neglect. Numerous other tales from both public 

and private sectors can be cited.

The problem is that while data bases do serve an integrating 

function, they will only continue to do so if they are useful to m anagers. 

Managers see data bases as alternative generators. If these alternatives are 

not practicable ( i . e . , if the data bank does not lead to an information bank) 

the data base is likely to be viewed as expendable. Data bases are not only 

costly to establish but costly to maintain. You can often make do with an

~~ Social Reporting in Michigan: Problem s and Issues. Center for Urban  
Studies, Wayne State University, January 1970, pp. ’19-22.
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outdated computer; but an outdated data base is useless to a decision m aker.

The technologist's view is not incorrect except insofar as it is 

incomplete. And it is incomplete because it is based on another myth. The 

myth is that technology is neutral. Computers, communications devices, 

terminals, com pilers, computer languages, and data base are all supposed to 

be unbiased with respect to the management using them. But, as we attempted 

to illustrate in the previous section, information structures and management 

styles are interdependent. The structure of the data base, even down to the 

manner in which key parameters are identified, has an influence on manage

ment behavior.

Data base management systems then must be successful alternative 

generators if they are to be maintained. They are not solutions themselves; 

they can, however, generate alternatives that might become parts of solutions 

to some managerial or societal problem s. To do this the data bases and 

systems (and other information technology devices and serv ices) must l>© Jinked 

to a theory or style of management. If this is not done a p r io r i, manacjur^ 

will do it a posteriori by altering or replacing the data base management .system *

To date solutions to the problems of successfully integrating data 

bases into a managerial context have been limited to technical and operational 

factors. The combining of a number of functionally-oriented data bases into an 

integrated data base (or the accessing of a common data base by a number of
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functional area managers) has led to a number of problem s. Different 

managers have different requirements as to data base structure, access and 

maintenance. The solution usually proposed is for the organization to create 

the position of a data-base adm inistrator. This individual's task is to facilitate 

management's access to the integrated data base and to work out any resulting 

conflicts. As the position is usually created v is -a -v is  an existing or planned 

data base, the data administrator's style of management is professional in 

nature and his intent seems to be more one of getting management to adapt to 

using the data base rather than working out a mutual accommodation between 

the manager and the data base. This approach again is an illustration of the 

myth of the data base management system as a solution. It remains anchored 

to the technical and operational features of both data bases and their 

administrative systems and does not usually extend to the wider managerial 

implications.

A ll this is not to gainsay the usefulness of data adm inistrators.

They fulfill a needed role v is -a -v is  data systems and can be expected to play 

an increasingly important role in future organizations. But data base administra

tion is currently limited in its concept and approach, not really being relevant 

to an entrepreneurial style of management and certainly not relevant to an 

adaptive style of management, for example. If those dealing with data bases 

do not adopt an output orientation directed at producing viable alternatives for 

decision m akers, then at the end of this decade we can expect a report
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detaUing the lack of success of data bases and data-base management systems 

in solving management problem s.

C . Information Management

To complicate matters further, at the same time management is 

struggling to incorporate data base systems into their organizations, we can 

perceive the emergence of a new level of structure overlying data bases and 

data adm inistrators, This new level is that of the information bank. An 

information bank is that mechanism that has as inputs the alternatives 

generated by the data base and for outputs has alternative action plans. And 

whereas a data base has files as its basic structure, an information bank 

has models and algorithms as its basis. Corresponding to the data admin-

q/
istrator of data bases, information banks have information managers — 

to superintend their use. The overall structure of this new system is depicted 

in Figure 3 •

If the question of management style and theory is important in data 

base management, it is crucial in information management. In establishing an 

information bank, management should first ask "What is the management 

theory or style on which the bank is to be based?" Information banks can serve

W It should be noted that some organizations use the title of "Information 
Manager" or "Information Middleman" when referring to what is in fact a 
data-base adm inistrator. We distinguish between them.
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a wide variety of management styles including the three mentioned in the 

previous section. In fact it is the information bank which makes it possible  

to link data bases to the entrepreneurial and adaptive styles of management. 

Thus the key role of theory.

The next series  of questions regarding information become more 

and more technical, thus, if answered, forming the needed link between theory 

and operations. They are:

* What are the managerial implications of the 
mathematical theory upon which the various 
segments of the information bank depend?

* What is the mathematical theory?

* What is the algorithm upon which the 
computations are based?

* What is the code that does the computation?

* What are the performance characteristics 
of the code in terms of time, cost, and 
performance?

* What are the operational outputs of the code?

Most of the building blocks of an information bank are implemented in the 

form of computer codes. Thus it is all too easy to begin or continue the 

construction of an information bank by purchasing or developing computer 

codes without considering their managerial consideration.
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Alt ho ugh information banks are currently in operation in only a 

few highly information-dependent organizations it is not too early to begin 

to perceive some of their impacts on management and managerial styles.

The one impact of considerable interest to both managers and students of 

management that we will mention here is that information management may 

well be the way to the top in many organizations. Let us take a case in 

point; airlines. It used to be that the common route to the presidency of an 

airline was to become a pilot and work your way up. More recently, given 

the financial problems of airlines, the financial function produced a number 

of nonpilot presidents. Currently with information systems for passenger 

reservations, flight schedules, repairs, personnel, and other airline functions 

becoming increasingly important, presidents for airlines are being drawn 

from the managers of airline information systems.

This trend is duplicated in banks where the legal department is 

being replaced by the information system as the source of presidents. Insurance 

companies are also following suit and we can expect the service industry and 

government in general to do the sam e. Such a trend, if followed, will 

represent an important development for management in the last part of this 

century.

D . Conclusion

In this section we have addressed ourselves to the problems of 

relating managerial styles and information technology developments. These
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latter developments have moved from the computer (which is quite removed 

from management), to data base systems (which are closer to management), 

to information banks (which directly interface with decision making). As  

information technology devices and services increase their overlap with 

management activity a corresponding need is developed for a middle ground 

upon which managers and information technologists can successfully intersect. 

It is likely that information banks coupled with an adaptive style of manage

ment will fulfill this function. The developments in these two areas will be 

of critical importance to the development of the information society over the 

next twenty y ea rs .



V . Summary and F irst Conclusions

A . Sum m ary: From the Future to the Present

Having identified trends and developments that are likely to take 

place in the future we can now summarize some of the impacts of information 

technology in terms of resources, institutions, and choices to the present.

1 . Resource -  Information Technology. Information, via the new 

technologies, becomes a new type of resource whose unique characteristics are  

such that they challenge many of the core concepts, institutional values and 

functional allocations in society,

* It is not "used up" in use but gains —  hence, unlike 
other resources, the more it is shared the more it 
m ultiplies.

* It changes core concepts of "wealth" and "pow er".
Older forms of these concepts are based on physical 
m aterials, invested energies, etc. ,  tend to be 
obsoleted. Information creates new "property" j i . e ., 
organized information with transfer and transformative 
capacities fa r greater than before.

* It creates a "new property class" -— those possessing 
skills with regard to access to, manipulation of 
knowledge and information.

* It shifts policy decision-making and control functions 
in society —  which now come to be associated in due 
ratio with the new wealth and power.

- 62-
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* Information technology forces a higher order range 
of choices and options in the management of change. 
It amplifies not only ranges of choice but also the 
possibility of strongly " negative" options. By its 
nature, the increased range and variety of informa
tion about both the physical and social environ, and 
individual human dynamics suggests that there may 
be no one optimum way in the monolithic sense —  
emphasis here is not either/or but both/and. 
Choices, options, and policies must be viewed as 
optimal only for a given time for different groups, 
specified areas, etc. —  and will require a greater 
trust in the choosing ability of each individual than 
ever before.

There is no conceived means for allocating technology as a resource-. 

Consequently we cannot tell whether the allocation function is efficient or 

inefficient; or even if it is working and meeting the needs of society.

2. Structure of Society —  Institutions. Most of our current institutions 

were established at a time when our information technology was limited. There

fore, institutions are used to having people, responsibilities, and resource  

allocation adapted to their existing structures.

Information industries are a predictable outcome. In various 

combinations, they will afford the development of newer uses of man's intellectual 

capacities through the exploitation of the emerging informational re sou rces .

Our society has yet to recognize and begin to determine its opportunities and 

controls in the public interest.
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3. Choices. Choice making is critical in the management of change 

in a period of transition. The problem for managers of all policy-making 

centers in general becomes the problem of assessing and selecting those elements 

of information technology that will enable their institution to achieve their goals 

within a wider context of societal objectives.

What are the choices? What are the questions to be asked about

these choices?

a. Wants versus Needs

What are wants and needs in respect to information 
technology? Whose wants? How do you identify 
need groups? How do you provide a balance?
How do you establish priorities?

b. Public versus Private Communication System

Who should establish them? What technology should 
be employed? Who should control access to them? 
How should access be controlled? How do you make 
sure that current communication systems can be 
extended to provide for future society's various 
information processing needs?

c. Centralization versus Decentralization

What dimensions are relevant? What are the effects 
of information technology on these dimensions?
How do various other systems ( e . g . ,  transportation) 
complement or compete with communication systems?



Distribution of Information as Wealth —  Private versus Public

How should information wealth be measured? How 
should it be distributed? What mechanisms can be 
established?

Individual Privacy versus Public Knowledge

What information is privileged? How can access be 
controlled? When will we be able to develop an 
experimental system to "debug" the required  
technology for either private or public knowledge?

Personalization versus Depersonalization

How does information technology affect individual 
personalities? What is a "whole" person? How 
can they be developed? How can they be maintained?

Real versus Information Environments

What is "rea l" experience? How does it compare 
with informational experience? How can experience 
be fostered?

Management Style; New versus Old

What are the requirements for managers of the 
period 1973-1990? How can they be identified?
How can today's problem -solvers be educated in 
the new relevant information technology?

Organizational Form: Open versus Closed

What are the appropriate organizational form s for 
the future? How do they relate to information 
technology? to managerial style?

Keeping Up versus Falling Behind in Information Technology

What is information technology? How can it be 
transferred? What are the costs of falling behind?
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B. F irst Conclusions: From  the Past to the Present or

The Way to the Future

"W e now make many clear distinctions, and have 
come to separate science from philosophy utterly, 
but what remains at the core is still the old myth 
of eternal invariance, ever more remotely and 
subtly articulated, and what lies beyond it is a 
multitude of procedures and technologies, great 
enough to have changed the face of the world and 
to have posed terrible questions. But they have 
not answerd a single philosophical question, which 
is what myth once used to do." 4/

"To begin with, there is no system that can be 
presented in modern analytical te rm s. There is 
no key, and there are no principles from which a 
presentation can be deduced. The structure comes 
from a time when there is no such thing as a 
system in our sense . . , , " 5/

i / Giorgi de Santillana and Hertha von Dechend, Hamlet's M ill 
(Boston: Gambit Incorporated, 1969), p. viii.

Ibid., p . 56.
5 /


